Leg Man (Axis Stone Mysteries) (Volume 2)

By Canon Doyle

New Pulp Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 270 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in. A huge tiger shark caught off Sydney throws up a human leg. The only lead for the cops is a tattoo emblazoned on the ankle. When the high-roller owner of the Golden Dragon Restaurant in Chinatown recognizes the tattoo in a photo in the newspaper as belonging to his brother, he retains PI Axis Stone to privately solve the case. A second grizzly murder and Axis realizes he’s caught up in a bitter Triad war over the control of Sydney’s underbelly. The Triads demand two million dollars cash plus ownership of the Golden Dragon Restaurant from his client or the sharks will get another feed. The trail leads Axis to Hong Kong for a dangerous meeting with the Dragon Head of the Triad syndicate making the demand... This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg, OR, La Vergne, TN. Paperback.
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Reviews

This written publication is wonderful. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not really feel monotony at any time of your time (that’s what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).

-- Desmond Becker

Absolutely essential go through publication. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not feel monotony at any time of the time (that’s what catalogues are for regarding if you ask me).

-- Ambrose Thompson II